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Advanced Adhesive
Technologies
AAT-560 Professional Urethane
Wood Flooring Adhesive contains
no isocyanates, the chemical in other
urethanes that can etch floor finishes,,
the company says. When used with
the company’s clip-on blade, 560
provides a moisture barrier of up to
10 pounds per 1,000 square feet per 24
hours, as well as 88% in-situ RH, the company adds. AAT-560
is EC-1 certified and qualifies for LEED credits.

aatglue.com

Bona US
Bona’s silane-based adhesives are unique with their carefully
weighted combination of elasticity and strength, specially
developed
and tested
by Bona’s
research and
development
team, the
company
says.

bona.com

Bostik Inc.
Bostik’s Climb is a one-component, easygunning, non-sag adhesive specifically
formulated for hardwood flooring, planks
and blocks on interior, above-grade
walls and installation of stair-tread caps.
Applications include solid or engineered
hardwood or bamboo installed on plywood,
OSB or existing wood floor treads and
risers, as well as drywall, brick, cinderblock
or concrete for interior walls.

bostik.com/us

Cal-Flor Accessory Systems
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DriTac Flooring Products LLC
DriTac 7800 Supreme Green is a five-in-one,
“green” sound/moisture control hybrid polymer
wood flooring adhesive that isolates old cutback
adhesive residue and provides crack suppression
capabilities. It offers unlimited subfloor moisture
control, requires no testing and is easy to clean
off surfaces wet or dry, the company says.

dritac.com

Epic Flooring

Cal-Flor’s Eurobond D3 Glue for
floating floors is FloorScore-certified. It
uses an American-made, high-strength,
cross-linking formula that provides
flexibility and a stronger, longer-lasting
bond, the company says, adding that
it exceeds European D3 and US Type II
standards. It is effective against water
damage and is specially formulated for
click and tongue-and-groove floors.

Epic Flooring has developed two low-VOC polyurethane adhesives for solid plank,
bamboo and engineered
flooring. Tradesman Pro is a
solvent-free adhesive with high
elasticity for easy spreading
and excellent green-grab, the
company says. E-600 is an allin-one adhesive and moisture
retarder capable of adhesion to
concrete substrates with up to
90% RH.

cal-flor.com

epicflooringadhesives.com
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Garrison Collection, The

Jowat Corporation

The Garrison Collection’s Infinity
Green is an easy-to-clean, five-in-one
hybrid polymer wood flooring adhesive
and sealer system. This innovative,
VOC- and solvent-free adhesive
provides installers with unlimited
moisture control, a lifetime moisture
warranty, sound reduction (rated 74 for
IIC and 67 for STC), crack suppression
and the ability to isolate old cutback
adhesive, the company says.

Jowatherm-Reaktant PUR
hot melt adhesives for
manufacturing engineered
hardwood flooring can be
applied with nozzles (beads)
or rollers (closed film) and
provides high green-strength,
the company says. This
low-viscosity PUR hot-melt
can be applied on a roller
coater or in combination with
a moisture-resistant PVAc dispersion adhesive using a
nozzle applicator.

thegarrisoncollection.com

jowat.com

Loba-Wakol LLC
Wakol PU-280 is the fastest singlecomponent moisture barrier and surface
hardener on the market,
the company says.
PU-280 has no mixing
requirement, and
the company’s MS
adhesives can be
installed directly on top of
PU-280 for a best-in-class
installation, the company
adds.

loba-wakol.com

MAPEI Corp.
Planiseal PMB is a one-component,
moisture-curing polyurethane
compound designed to provide
moisture vapor emission protection
for wood and bamboo flooring
on damp concrete substrates. It
also serves as a bonding agent
and moisture-barrier system for
self-leveling underlayments when
applied in a double-coat method
with dry sand.

mapei.com

National Hardwood Flooring & Moulding

Roberts

Castle Adhesive CX-5000 Hybrid
is a low-VOC, low-odor urethane
moisture barrier and wood flooring
adhesive for use with engineered,
parquet and laminate flooring over
concrete. It provides great trowel
ridge holding and is non-slumping.
It offers superior product elasticity
to cover small cracks, the company
says, adding that floors on top of
CX-5000 have excellent acoustic
properties.

Roberts 1407 is an acrylic
urethane adhesive designed for
the installation of engineered
and parquet wood flooring. It
features a smooth
and easy-to-trowel
formula, and is ideal
for cork underlayment.
The product comes
in multiple convenient
cartridge sizes.

robertsconsolidated.com

nationalhardwood.com

Pallmann
Pallmann P5 is
a solvent- and
water-free, flexible
one-component,
moisture-cured STP
(silane terminated
prepolymer)
hybrid adhesive
that combines the
powerful flexibility of
a polyurethane adhesive
with the advantages of modern modified-silane
technology, the company says.
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Stauf USA LLC
Stauf PUK 455 is a special
formulation, single-component
adhesive for wide plank
flooring. PUK 455 has a shear
strength of over 680 psi, meaningg
it is able to stabilize and control
common cupping problems
associated with wide-width solid
flooring, the company says.

staufusa.com

pallmann.us
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